
The Rise
and Fall
of Zamzer



This adventure is mildly inspired by "Zanzer's 
Dungeon" from the 1991 "New and Improved" 
Dungeons & Dragons box set, but it would 
more accurately be described as a parody. In 
2008  I DMed this new version for some of the 
same friends that played the original in 1991. 

This dungeon is intended to be played inside 
out, with the PCs starting in the prison and 
finding a way out, while trying to avoid 
becoming Zamzer's eunuch. It  can also be used 
in  the usual  manner where the PCs enter on 
purpose to find treasure, rescue prisoners, or 
destroy a villain (in which case Zamzer may be 
the first encounter!).    

Zamzer is a level 4 magician (12 hp, AC 7, Int 
18, Dex 16) with the following spells at his 
disposal:

He wears a Ring of Animal Control  and has 
three spell  scrolls tucked inside his clothing: 
Shield, Light, and Fly.  The six sketches in this 
book  represent Zamzer at different stages of 
his life. The DM can choose which one 
represents Zamzer in this adventure.

Zamzer has a long term master plan involving 
huge quantities of salt and a fellow named 
Karnov, but that's beyond the scope of this 
dungeon.   His main concern at this time is to 
choose a slave to become the new eunuch and 
perform the initiation ceremony. The previous 
eunuch, Gorgot, angered Zamzer and got 
locked up in Stonevast, the old dwarven mine 
deep in the bowels of the mountain.

If Zamzer's minions alert him of escaping 
prisoners, he will come down into the dungeon 
to  help. His likely strategy is to cast Web and 
Charm  on the escapees and choose the eunuch 
from them.    Then he will  be in the Dark 
Cathedral preparing the eunuch initiation 
ceremony. 

Charm
Magic missile

Web
Phantasmal Force

  "Mwahahaha!   Glad you all decided to stick 
around."  
  Slash is  insolent, shaking his fist, "You'll  pay 
for this, Zamzer!"
  "My my, you are feisty!  You appear to be the 
strongest of  the lot. Won't  you join me?" says 
Zamzer as he casts a spell at Slash.
  Slash  hears Zamzer's poetic voice fill his 
mind  with seductions. His face strains as he 
fights the ensorcellment.

Wandering Encounters
1 A dewy-eyed, fuzzy white kitten
2 Two grinning capuchin monkeys
3 Grizzly Bear 
4 Lone Wolf
5 Horned Mandrill
6 d6 Goblins

Zamzer collects beasts and animals, both fierce 
and tame.  The kitten and monkeys are 
harmless and quite friendly. The monkeys 
know how to operate the statue puzzle that 
hides the treasure room.

The Horned Mandrill  and Dire Wolf are 
normally found guarding the Dark Cathedral 
and Long Hallway, respectively, but  sometimes 
wander in search of an extra meal.    All the 
beasts and monsters in Zamzer's dungeon try to 
avoid each other, but sometimes they tangle. 
Zamzer encourages this so as to create a brutal 
environment of survival of the fittest.  

Grizzly Bear:  5 HD, 6 AC, 2d6 Damage, F2 
save, 8 morale, 120/40 move, 200 xp.

Lone Wolf:  4 HD, 6 AC, d6 Damage, F2 save, 
8 morale, 150/50 move, 135 xp.

Horned Mandrill:  2 HD, 6 AC, d6 Damage, 
F2 save, 8 morale, 120/40 move, 20 xp.

Goblins:  1-1 HD, 6 AC, d6 Damage, F0 save, 
7 morale, 60/20 move, 5 xp.

A Eunuch for Zamzer



A. The Prison
There are usually several prisoners in this cell 
awaiting there fate at the mercy of Zamzer.  
Most will go work in the salt  mines, but  some 
will  serve Zamzer in other ways. The PCs 
wake up here, not  entirely remembering their 
capture and transport.    Three other new 
prisoners may be present and eager to escape:

• Baab the rigid clergyman. (L1 Cleric, 6 hp, 
Dex 6)

• Kipe the red-faced town guard (L1 Fighter, 
6 hp, Wis 7, Int 13, Cha 6)

• Slash the...well, hmm, how to describe him?  
This big tough guy is an obnoxious thrill 
seeker who enjoys making wagers.    He 
claims to have been captured on purpose in 
order to find hidden treasure so he can buy 
Gregor's Farm and marry Alice.  (L2 Fighter, 
9 hp, Str 13)

A hairy hobgoblin named Jarj is the jail keeper. 
He likes to  come down occasionally to rattle 
the bars, taunt, and generally act disgusting. 
Jarj has two goblin assistants that help him 
when taking prisoners to the salt mines (three 
prisoners at a time.) They hang out in the 
Kitchen most of the time. 

Jarj carries a whip and his assistants carry rusty 
spears (these spears are from E. The Armor 
Puzzle room). Jarj has a small vial of black 
liquid in his belt pouch...a healing potion. 

Jarj:  1+1 HD, 6 AC, d6 Damage, F1 save, 8 
morale, 90/30 move, 15 xp.

Zamzer ensures Jarj's loyalty by letting the 
hobgoblin have his way with the sorcerer's 
leftover slave girls. Jarj isn't a total idiot, but 
he can fall victim to clever escape plans.

  "Jarj wise to your tricks, prisoners.  Lie face 
down on floor.  Don't  try anything, or Jarj bash 
you good!" He unlocks the new prisoner's 
shackles and shoves him into the cell.    The 
hobgoblin then clears  his throat and hurls a 
dollop  of spit through the bars  before leaving 
back up the dark, wet passageway.

B. The Spiral Stairs
The stairs are rough and damp and water 
collects in small pools on the thin steps. The 
Prison  is at  the bottom of the stairs. At the top 
of the stairs is a landing with a sturdy, cedar 
door.    It's freshly made but not properly 
balanced, so always slightly ajar if not barred 
shut.  Sawdust, lumber, and tools lie about  the 
landing. There is a faint  snoring heard from the 
hallway beyond the door. (See D. The Long 
Hall.)

C. The Kitchen
Halfway up/down the stairs is the kitchen and 
mess hall. Approaching PCs will likely  see the 
outline of the door, flickering light peeking out 
from all sides.    Kitchen sounds and laughter 
can be heard behind the door.   Strong aromas 
of cooked meats are in  the air. A women's 
shriek may occasionally  be heard, followed by 
more laughter and cackling.

Near the center of the room, a roaring fire sears 
large hunks of meat rotating above it.    The 
room has a tall, cone-shaped ceiling, at the 
peak of which is a chimney opening through 
which smoke from the fire escapes.    Tables, 
benches, chairs, chopping blocks, etc. are 
abundant.   In the back of the room is a small 
doorway with a few steps leading down to a 
storage room. 

Three goblins  are here, enjoying a meal and 
harassing Fara  (level  1  thief, 4 hp, Str 8, Int 
13, Dex 14), the unkempt prisoner who serves 
as scullery maid.    She's not particularly 
beautiful but has shapely assets of prodigious 
proportion and knows how to use them to her 
advantage.  Fara wants to escape and is always 
looking for the right  opportunity. She'll insist 
on  also rescuing her special  girlfriend, Latifah, 
from the salt mines. 

Also  here is Pepe, a small cowardly goblin 
chef wearing a stained apron and starched 
baker's hat. He will hide or flee if a fight breaks 
out. He generally treats Fara well and wouldn't 
mind escaping with her. 



There is a variety of cooking utensils here that 
PCs can arm themselves with. 

  Slash grabs a pot and puts  it  on his head.  
Then  he grabs a large cleaver and raps it to 
his new "helmet" a couple times and asks, 
"How do I look?"

The storage room is unnaturally chilly  and full 
of sacks of flour, cheese wheels, giant urns of 
lard, etc. There are three magical cheeses here: 

• Jar of neon  "Wiz Cheez".  Raises Wisdom 
by 1. 

• Individually packaged squares labelled 
"Bold!".  Raises Strength by 1. 

• A large hunk completely encased in mold.  
Raises Charisma by 1. 

D. The Long Hall
The hall has vaulted ceilings and smells like 
dog.  

A goblin guard armed with a short bow is 
sleeping in an alcove near the cedar door on 
the west end of the hall.    Another group of 
goblins patrols the length of the hall, consisting 
of two goblin archers and the Lone Wolf.  
They will respond to any disturbance with 
several volleys of arrows before releasing the 
wolf and retreating to alert Zamzer of the 
situation.  

  In the hallway he sees  two pairs of red eyes.  
Before he catches his  breath, he hears a 
"twaaang", then a "whoooosh", then an arrow 
thumps into the door, inches from his temple.
...
  The beast puts  its  nose to the base of  the door 
and smells  for its prey, clouds of dust being 
stirred up with each deep breath.  

E. The Armor Puzzle 
In the center of the hall  is a larger alcove 
containing three rusty suits of full armor, one 
standing at each wall.  The abnormal shape and 
grotesque ornamentation suggest an alien 
origin. They are tightly attached to the   floor. 

The faceplate on the helm of the left suit of 
armor appears to be grinning madly.  The right 
suit's faceplate bears a menacing frown. The 
center faceplate looks up.    There is orcish 
writing on the ceiling that  says "Your other 
left". 

The center armor holds a spear that extends 
into  the floor and obviously functions as a 
lever.  The spear is exactly like those used by 
Jarj's goblin assistants. The other two armors 
do  not have weapons, but  the empty grip of 
their gauntlets indicate that the goblin spears 
(and only the goblin spears) fit there.  When a 
spear is inserted, the gauntlet grips it.   Pull  on 
the spear firmly and the grip releases. 

Whenever the lever is pulled, clinking metal 
and rock grinding are heard  from within the 
walls.  What  happens next depends upon which 
spears are in place:

If a spear is in the gauntlet of the right suit 
when the lever is pulled, then the secret door to 
the treasure room is opened (if it is not already 
open). 

If a spear is in the gauntlet  of the left suit  when 
the lever is pulled, then a fourth wall quickly 
descends, cutting  off access to the Long Hall. 
A Dexterity check may be required if PCs wish 
to  escape under the closing exit, unless they 
were specifically prepared. 

If both spears are inserted and the lever is 
pulled, then the treasure room door opens and 
the fourth wall closes. 

If neither spear is inserted and the lever is 
pulled, then the treasure room door closes and 
the fourth wall opens. 

  Fara rolls under the wall, tearing her tattered 
shirt even further as she scrapes against  the 
bottom of the wall. She picks  herself up and 
tears off the remnants of  her tattered shirt.  
"This damn thing could have spelled my 
death." She throws the rag into a corner and 
proceeds along, full breasts jiggling with  each 
step.





F. The Treasure Chamber
In the center of this arch-ribbed  dome chamber 
is a glowing green crystal  sphere about the size 
of a fist resting  upon a chest-high pedestal.  
The pulsating glow makes the room seem 
alive, especially as it illuminates the piles of 
gold  coins along the room’s perimeter.    The 
Orb of Foebius loses its green glow when 
removed from the pedestal.    It's a finely 
fashioned clear crystal  with several dozen 
smooth facets. The holder can look through it 
and see what people or monsters are scared of.  
Roll on the What is  the Monster Scared Of? 
table on the last page of the book. 

Several items are half-nestled into the 
thousands of copper, silver, and gold coins:

A shiny sword with jewel encrusted hilt. This 
sword is for decoration and is horribly 
balanced. -1 to hit. Inscribed “Congratulations 
Zamzer. Wizard of the Year.” 

A white carved bone bow with a quiver of 10 
exquisite bone arrows. When an arrow is shot 
into  soil, a skeleton rises through the dirt and 
attacks the nearest creature for three rounds 
before collapsing. 

A mace with a green marble shaft.   The shaft 
snaps on a natural "1" hit roll, the detached 
head rolling d10 feet in a random direction. 
The detached head is now a bomb that will 
explode in d10 rounds, doing d10 damage to 
all within 30'. After the explosion or if the 
broken handle is touched to the detached head 
before explosion, it will fuse together into one. 

A small blue box with its lid open, revealing an 
organically shaped brass ring. When worn this 
ring gradually regenerates lost limbs and body 
parts, but the regrowth is brass instead of flesh.  

A Giant Python hides under the coins and 
attempts to surprise anyone who lingers in  the 
room too long. 

Giant Python:  5 HD, 6 AC, 2d6 Damage, F3 
save, 8 morale, 90/30 move, 350 xp.

  Kipe swings the bejeweled sword in  a 
dramatic two-handed overhead arc. 
Inexplicably, his  aim is off  target and he strikes 
the floor with a tremendous clang.    As Kipe 
stands  dumbfounded, the python rears back 
and takes hold of his head in its mouth.  Then it 
coils tightly around the helpless warrior, 
twisting his head off like a grape from the vine.

G. The Crossroads
The passage south is rough cut with timber 
supports and stairs going down.  Smashing and 
banging sounds come from that direction.

The passage east is filthy. Rowdy party sounds 
come from that direction.

The passage north is clean and quiet with stairs 
going up.

The passage west has vaulted ceilings and 
smells like dog.

  Baab sees a hairy face with a  pot on top 
peeking around the corner.
  "Slash?"
  "Baab?  Is that your ghost talking?"
  "I'm no ghost, Slash. I made it out of the trap. 
  "Hey, nice monkeys.    Wanna join me at the 
tavern for some sausage, sauerkraut, and ales?  
I think the exit is that  way."  Slash nods toward 
the clean passageway.

H. The Gnome Smithy 
A large room lit by a great forge on one side.  
Working at the forge are two gnomes with full 
beards, long round noses, and pointy red hats.  
On the other side of the room are two more 
gnomes armed with oil  cans watching over a 
jangling metal  contraption. It  has four large 
hammers rhythmically pulverizing chunks of 
salt passing by on a conveyor belt.    The salt 
then falls down a small hole (too small for a 
human to enter) in the floor, into Stonevast. 

The gnomes at the forge are Billy  and Willy. 
Those at the salt crusher are Gilly and Zilly. 



A pair of fearsome, eight-foot tall ogres, 
Barney and Leroy,    stand guard over the 
gnome laborers.  Their hairy naked bodies are 
covered with scabs and open sores and they 
obsessively itch their crotch. They don't have 
weapons. 

Gnomes:   1 HD, 5 AC, d6 Damage, D1 save, 8 
morale, 60/20 move, 10 xp.

Ogres (Barney and Leroy):  4+1 HD, 5 AC, 
d10 Damage, F4 save, 10 morale, 90/30 move, 
215 xp.

  "Ogres and gnomes."    whispers Slash,  
"Where does Zamzer get these guys?"

The large forge casts its red  light across much 
of the room, with plenty of dancing shadows 
along the edges of the room.  Just  the kind of 
lighting  conditions that gnomes prefer to work 
in, so there are no additional lighting sources.

With the loud pounding and low light 
conditions there is a chance that PCs could 
sneak to the exit  on the other side if he room. 
Or they may use the forge or contraption to 
make a diversion.  But if they are detected...

  "There you are! Hey Barney, looks like we got 
a little mouse trying to hide from us!" laughs 
the ogre.  The other replies, "I see it, Leroy.  
Let's get her!"
  The ogres lumber towards Fara.  They have 
sloven grins on their  faces and  their huge dirty 
hands reach out to grab Fara.
  "Try not  to break her, Barney." says Leroy.  
"Best to keep her fresh for the stew pot."
  Leroy cries out as he clumsily tries to grab 
Fara  between his  legs as she rolls through, but 
she is too fast. He grabs nothing but air and 
his momentum causes him to  tumble head over 
heels.    Barney also lunges to grab Fara, but 
misses and ends up in a dog pile on Leroy.

The gnomes are hesitant to join the fray unless 
it's clear their side has the upper hand.   Sure, 
they would prefer freedom but are content with 
their labor.

  KLONK!  The club smashes into the gnome's 
crown.    He staggers but remains standing.  
Leroy is  flabbergasted that the gnome could 
withstand  such a blow.  The gnome regains his 
balance and grins as he pulls off his pointy red 
hat, revealing a dented steel skullcap 
underneath.   Then he bashes Leroy's kneecap 
with his hammer.  

The gnomes are eager to tell  thier story to 
anyone who would listen. They propagate via 
mechano-genesis, whereby fully  formed 
gnomes randomly emerge from the inner 
workings of their mechanical creations.   They 
lament that  no female gnomes are known to 
exist. 

  Willy and Billy throw the body of  Gilly into 
the forge.  It violently flares up in white, blue, 
and green flame momentarily before dying 
back down. Gilly's remains have disappeared 
entirely. "May they rest in the glorious hearth 
of Schnuppalumppagus for all eternity."

I. The Salt Pit
A huge, glistening white cavern carved out of 
salt.  Several large brazier of fire cleanly burn 
with  an  obviously magical  flame, spectacularly 
lighting  the entire cavern.  Four large columns 
of salt have been left unmined to support the 
ceiling. 

From the entrance, a long stair is carved out of 
the salt  and curves down to the floor of the pit.  
Two gnomes, Dilly and Tilly, operate 
machinery that  carries salt up to the crushing 
machine via conveyor belt.

Two she-ogres drive the salt pit slaves: Etta 
and Yulia.   They are a good foot or two taller 
than Barney and Leroy and uglier.   They weild 
clubs bit  their preferred attack is tossing 
boulders of salt.    Varicose veins lace their 
obese naked bodies and giant chapped breasts 
sag down to their waists. 

She-Ogres (Etta and Yulia):   4+2 HD, 5 AC, 
d10 Damage, F4 save, 10 morale, 90/30 move, 
220 xp.



There are a dozen slaves in the pit.  The leader 
of the slaves is Latifah (L1 Fighter, 6  hp, Wis 
8), Fara's special girlfriend.    She is healthier 
and stronger than the other slaves (1 hp each) 
and is eager to bust out of here.   

  Latifah nimbly climbs  the sheer wall  out of 
the reach of the ogres' flailing clubs and 
precariously stands with her back to the wall 
on a small ledge.
  "You're trapped now, you...you troublesome 
troublemaker you." sneers Yulia as she reaches 
for a boulder to hurl at Latifah.

J. The Barracks
The passage to the barracks is littered with 
trash such as smashed  crates, broken ale jars, 
gnawed animal bones, rotten vegetables, etc.  

A zebra-hide curtain partially covers the 
entrance into the barracks.    Dim torchlight 
flickers behind it  and a tremendous chorus of 
either singing or snoring is heard. 

The large room containing a couple dozen 
bunks and several long tables. This room is 
both  party central and sleeping quarters for the 
goblins.  Small  groups from here occasionally 
wander the dungeon, usually ending up in the 
kitchen for a bite to eat. 

24 goblins  hang out here. The smallest and 
feistiest goblin in a group is always the leader. 
In this room it's a runt with  a rusty  curved 
blade and a black patch  over one eye.   These 
goblins are itching for a fight and they love to 
pick on prisoners, but  smooth diplomacy and a 
slick plan could win them over. 

K. The Dark Cathedral
A huge room with a ceiling 100 feet  high . 
Grotesque decorations indicate that it is (or 
was at some point) a cathedral for worship of 
an evil god.    Sunshine shines through the 
twisted designs of several large stained glass 
windows high on the walls.    There is a large 
gate on the west side of the chamber that leads 
outdoors to the side of the mountain.

In the northeastern corner is the portal into the 
rest of the dungeon. An iron gate wrought by 
demons looms above it, usually open but can 
be slammed shut with the pull of a chain.

At the center is a vertical  slab of stone where 
the eunuch initiation ritual occurs.    (Exactly 
when it occurs is up to the GM.) There stands 
an ape-like creature with horns and and 
colorful snout...the dreaded Horned Mandrill.  
It wields a long  knife and waits for the eunuch 
ceremony. 

On the south side of the room is an altar on a 
raised dais. Zamzer is usually here, preparing 
an evil ritual or presiding over a vile ceremony.

On the west side of the room are several large 
cages.    Most are empty but one contains a 
Giant Toad and another a Giant Fly!

Giant Toad:  2+2 HD, 7 AC, d6 Damage, F1 
save, 6 morale, 90/30 move, 70 xp.

Giant Fly:  2 HD, 6 AC, d8 Damage, F1 save, 
8 morale, 180/60 move, 30 xp.

  Zamzer stands on the alter laughing, then 
points  his ring at the cages and it strobes as  he 
yells,    "Creatures of  the dark and damp.    I 
command you to destroy these intruders!"  The 
cage doors fly open.
  The hog-sized fly bursts out of the cage and 
lands briefly on the ceiling  above,  preening its 
giant mandibles.  The horse-sized toad hops a 
couple times out of  its cage towards you.    It 
blinks its watermelon-sized eyes a couple times 
and shoots its 20 foot tongue.

The wall behind the altar has the obvious 
appearance of concealing a hidden door.    A 
pressure plate at the backside base of the altar 
opens a door to Zamzer's Lab. 

L. Zamzer’s Lab
This lavish room serves as Zamzer's living 
chamber (lush silken bedding and curtains 
abound) and laboratory (glassware, lab  notes, 
specimens, etc.).  Hanging lanterns line the 
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room.   A pentagram of inlaid metal dominates 
the room’s center.  Buried in the silk pillows is 
a pouch of sparkling rubies worth 1000 gp. 

Most of the lab notes are haphazard and of 
little significance, but two pieces are of 
interest:  First  is a scroll in  fine tube case.  It’s  
a scroll containing two spells: Ventriloquism 
and Dancing Lights.  Second is an incomplete 
letter on Zamzer's writing pedestal...

"Karnov,
Or plan is nearing completion!  I've discovered 
the entrance to Stonevast.    As you had 
predicted, I discovered many grotesque and 
fascinating creatures  there.  I've since added a 
few of my own creations.    My slaves are 
currently mining salt and storing it in the halls 
of Stonevast.  Soon there will be enough..."

Outside the Dark Cathedral
Three great valleys span out from the lone 
mountain upon which the Dark Cathedral 
stands.    One valley angles east to a great 
mountain range.   Another valley angles to the 
west towards a rocky coast at the horizon.  The 
remaining valley heads due north, covered 
with  woods and farms.    Visible deep in the 
valley is a walled town.   A high-towered keep 
rises like a beacon from the center of the dirty 
old town.  

The Dirty Old Town
At night, the warm glow of hearth-lit homes, 
torch-lit taverns, and candle-lit attics belie the 
dirty old town’s seedy populace.  There is 
currently a plot to assassinate the town lord by 
placing large quantities of explosives in the 
sewers and detonating them at the right 
moment.  See next page for further description 
of the town.

Gregor's Farm
Halfway between the mountain and the town is 
this idealistic and xenophobic community of 
farmers led by a round-faced bumpkin named 

Gregor. His daughter Alice wants to run away 
from her strict father and his followers.

The enticing aroma of fried  eggs, spiced 
sausage, fruit  tarts and other breakfast delights 
wafts  from a nearby cluster of houses, barns, 
and farm animals. Surprisingly, there are no 
defensive walls and nary a guard.    Just a 
bunch of folk blissfully doing farm chores. 

Visitors will be treated with much hospitality, 
but Gregor will become indignant if the 
conversation turns to Zamzer or gods.

Gregor is agitated and speaks sternly.  
"Zamzer, eh?   We don't want any trouble with 
him.  You best  be leaving soon after breakfast.  
And you best not be preaching your faith to 
these peaceful, godless folk here.  We've all the 
protection we need.    You city rats with your 
ensnaring promises bring nothing but trouble."

Stonevast Dwarven Mine
Nearly   unnoticeable dwarven script hides the 
riddle that  opens the entrance to Stonevast.  To 
untrained observers the writing simply looks 
like random marks made on the wall with 
hammer and ax. It says:

INSIDE ROCK OR NOT 
IT RESTS OR NOT 

IF REVEALED OR NOT

When "iron iron iron" is spoken the wall slides 
inward, grinding rock on rock.  It opens into a 
chamber littered with upturned and broken 
mine carts...a grim reminder of the downfall of 
this once thriving dwarven outpost.

Among the many monsters in Stonevast are the 
successful and failed experimental creations of 
Zamzer.  For example, the multi-headed ogre 
offspring of Bill, Leroy, Etta, and Yulia.  

Gorgot is confined on the 2nd level. He’s blind 
and chained to a ball  of gold. He knows where 
Zamzer's secret lair is, over the hills and 
faraway.  He also knows a little about the 
purpose of the salt  Zamzer is storing 
throughout the ruined dwarven mine.



“Where there ain't no trees, no scented breeze 
No fields of waving corn 
But there's lots of girls with peroxide curls”

I used Verbosh as the town near Zamzer's 
Dungeon.  Any town would do. What follows 
is a sketch of a town derived from the lyrics 
and titles of songs performed by on old Irish 
band called  The Dubliners.    A fantasy city 
described through a mosaic of oddities listed in 
numbered columns...something that only an 
old school fantasy gaming enthusiast can 
appreciate.  

In the dirty old town, the action usually occurs 
in  one of two places: on the street or in a 
tavern. Different types of folks are found in 
each. Fair maids, for example, seldom enter 
taverns. Others simply find business better 
outside. Not to say they won't go in for a drink 
now and then...

Folks on the streets
1 Mary Doyle
2 Peggy Lettermore
3 Molly Bawn the Swan
4 Maid of the Sweet Brown Knowe
5 Biddy Mulligan, a fine widow
6 Sweet Tibby Dunbar
7 Lovely Beckie Cooper, Lady of the Night
8 Weila Waila, the woman in the woods who 
stuck a pen knife into her child's heart
9 Sweet Molly Malone, she was a fishmonger
10 Darby O'Leary, dirty old miser farmer 
11 The Wild Rover, famous vagabond who has 
struck it rich and wants to settle down
12 The Beggar Man, will someday be a prince.
13  Pirate Smith, with  his cutlass and his 
pistols, 97 years old
14  Mickey Baggs, a dealer in bones and rags, a 
"poor old gather em up"
15 Daniel O'Connell, steam tinker
16 Kelly, the giant with curly golden haired
17 Captain Farrell, bold deciever
18  The Twang Man, taffy hawker by day, knife 
killer by night.
19 The Champion at Keeping Them Rolling
20 Bonny Boy Jr., young but growing

Pub patrons typically have simpler motives, 
but don't hold that against them...

Folks in the pubs
1 Kieran Grace, red in the face
2 Mickey Maloney, full of baloney 
3 Albert Mooney, says he loves her
4 Paddy McGee, just leave him be 
5 Johnny McGurk, scared stiff of work 
6 Malone Westmeath, missing some teeth
7 Slugger O'Toole, drunk as a rule
8 Fighting Bill Treacy, answers his own 
questions
9 Mickey Coote, plays hard on his flute
10 Seth Davy, master of puppets
11 The Molly  Macguires, "They're drinkers, 
they're liars, but they're men"
12 Humpy Gussey, a creep
13 Maggie O'Connor, already a goner 
14 Tim Finnegan, happy to be alive again
15 Biddy O'Brien, always crying
16 Rattling Roaring Willie, won't go home
17 A-Sportin’ Jenny, “She sighed and she 
swore that she never would deceive me”
18 Nancy Whiskey, “She'll ruin you like she 
ruined me”
19 Jack Spratt, must go to sea once more
20  Poor Old Dicey Reilly, a soiled dove past 
her prime 

A pub's name is more than just a name.   It's a 
promise. There's no shortage of promises in the 
dirty old town...

Promising pubs
1 The Ragman’s Ball, where black  eyes are in 
great demand
2 The Foggy Dew
3 The Bloody Rope
4 The Shoals of Herring
5 The Rising of the Moon
6 The Last Leviathan
7 The Beggar’s Bush
8 The Seven Deadly Sins, “If there wasn’t 
plenty then the poor folks would get none”
9 The Cob and The Mare
10 Some Lonesome Valley
11 The Lark in the Morning
12 The Louse House, home of "The Black 
Cavalry"

Dirty Old Town



The competition between pubs is fierce.  
They're always advertising special food, drink, 
or entertainment to bring in customers...

Today's attraction at the pub
1 Quare Bungle Rye
2 Jolly Jolly Grog
3 Bottle of Cod Liver Oil
4 Jug of Rare Old Mountain Dew
5 Jar of Loopline Porter
6 A Drop of the Hard Stuff
7 Whang o’ Braxy ham
8 A big crubeen
9 Sugarsticks and dainties
10 Lozenges and oranges
11 Lemonade and raisins
12 Gingerbread and spices
13 Eggs and Marrow Bones
14 The thimbles and the garters 
15 The hurling and the bowling
16 The sporting Wheel of Fortune
17 The four and twenty quarters
18 Pelting wattles at poor Maggie
19 The pipers and the fiddlers competing
20 The nimble-footed dancers

Interesting items
1 Blackthorn Stick, banish ghosts and goblins
2 The Mason's Apron, AC as chain
3 The Piper's Chair, sitter cannot get drunk
4 The Navvy Boots, can't be removed
5 The Parting Glass, goodnight and joy be with 
you
6 The Old Triangle, goes jingle jangle
7 The Old Alarm Clock, a time bomb
8 The Good Sharp Axe of Shining Steel, 
Tempered in the Fire
9 The Black Velvet Band, charisma bonus 
10 The Leprechaun's Green Jacket
11 The Leprechaun's Red Cap
12 The Leprechaun's White Owl’s Feather

Scenarios
1 Seven drunken nights
2 Such a nice clean corpse, did you ever see?
3 Maids when you're young never wed an old 
man
4 Well first it fire spat  and then she spewed 
smoke

5 Shillelagh law was all the rage
6 There's gold and jewels in plenty for the poor 
and for the gentry
7 But  I couldn't shoot the water, so  a prisoner I 
was taken
8 The pub got no beer
9 Fling your beavers aloft  and give three 
ringing cheers
10  A cow that will never run dry...milk her by 
twisting her horn.
11 Murmurs passed along the valley like a 
banshees lonely croon
12 And a thousand blades were flashing at  the 
rising of the moon
13 There was a poor thing that flowed in with 
the tide. It was forty foot long, boys, and forty 
foot wide
14  Then I knew she was one of the rare old 
stock
15 I dreamt of gold and  jewels and for sure it 
was no wonder
16  Clouds are drifting across the moon. Cats 
are prowling on their beat.
17  Whittle your whiskey around like blazes, 
thundering Jaysus, do ye think I'm dead?
18 The Unquiet grave
19  Courting pretty fair maids in the morning 
bright and early
20  Time to  be handling a pick and shovel, you 
start at the pits today

To generate a night of intrigue and hijinks, roll 
on each table once and stir. For example:

Lovely Beckie Cooper, Lady of the Night, has 
been murdered. Her ghost lingers in the alley. 
Who did it?

At The Last Leviathan drinks Albert 
Mooney.   He says he loved her.   The pipers 
and the fiddlers  competition enlivens the 
crowd, but Albert ruminates in silence.   How 
could this have happened? Am I to blame?

Wizardly investigators arrive to question the 
ghost. A mysterious old man carrying a 
Blackthorn Stick says to them, "Such a nice 
clean corpse, did you ever see?"  The 
investigators cannot find the ghost.    Camera 
pans and zooms in on the Blackthorn Stick. 
Cue ominous sound effect.





The adventurers that escaped from Zamzer's 
dungeon eventually suffered near total party 
kill  to a three-headed ogre in the dwarven 
mine.    Perhaps they should approached the 
encounter with a different tactic.  Here is...

Have your PCs ever tried to scare away 
monsters instead of fighting them?  It can have 
both  good and bad consequences.   Good:   Not 
having to defeat  monsters in combat can save 
time and resources.  Anyways, killing monsters 
isn’t worth much XP in some games.   Bad:  If 
the GM is smart or evil, those scared monsters 
might  later ambush the PCs, perhaps with 
friends.    Even with the potential  bad 
consequences, scaring away monsters is a 
useful option for PCs to have at their disposal 
and could sometimes be the best or only viable 
tactic for a particular encounter.

Monster Reaction tables can be useful  tools for 
when a GM is unsure of how a monster 
responds to PCs.    Not all monsters will dive 
into  combat at first opportunity and negotiating 
with  monsters is an important part  of fantasy 
roleplaying games.    It’s no  surprise then that 
Tunnels & Trolls (T&T 4th  and  5th Edition) 
has a Monster Reaction table similar to those 
found in D&D and retro-clones:     Roll  2d6 to 
generate one of five reaction categories.    But 
there is a small and significant difference:  
Where D&D reaction tables typically have a 1-
in-36 chance of the monster being 
enthusiastically helpful  or friendly, the T&T 
reaction table instead has a 1-in-36 chance of 
the monster being  panic-stricken and fleeing 
immediately, without the PCs necessarily 
doing anything to cause the fright.

T&T also has a relatively powerful 1st level 
spell called Oh Go Away that can easily scare 
away lesser enemies. (Again, 4th and 5th 
Edition T&T.    The spell  is nerfed in 7th 
Edition.) The combination of this spell and the 
Monster Reaction table explicitly makes 
scaring monsters away a reliable tactic in T&T.  

Compare to D&D, where the default Monster 
Reaction table does not include monster 
scaring and the spell Cause Fear has a range of 
touch.  Good luck with that.  Some versions of 
D&D have Morale rules, which are a special 
reaction roll  to determine if monsters flee after 
combat has begun and blood has been spilled.  
Oh, D&D has the Wand of Fear  also, so maybe 
you can ask Harry to pick one up for you at 
Ollivanders.    Of course, players can try 
anything they want and DMs can adjudicate 
scare attempts according to the situation, but 
the D&D rules do  not explicitly encourage 
scaring away monsters before combat as a 
reliable or common tactic.

What are some ways to encourage players to 
use scare tactics?    Start by designing 
encounters where scaring away the monsters is 
the most  efficient or only  option.    If the PCs 
come up with a good plan to scare the 
monsters, give a bonus to the resolution roll or 
judge for yourself if it is successful.   Another 
idea is for the GM to award XP for scaring 
away monsters, especially if the scare tactic 
was roleplayed in fine fashion.    The GM can 
rule that some scared monsters drop treasure or 
become paralyzed with fright and easy to 
capture.  A monster gagged and bound is worth 
two in the tomb.

SCARE TACTICS
It doesn’t matter if GMs use only their 
judgment to resolve scare attempts or if they 
employ rules mechanics to aid in resolution…
it’s a good idea to have a plan when trying to 
scare monsters, either to sway the GM’s 
judgement or to  receive bonuses on the 
resolution roll (monster reaction table, attribute 
check, saving roll, pre-combat morale check, 

How To Scare Monsters



etc.).    Just saying “I try to scare away the 
monsters” won’t cut it.  Do something scary.

Surprise is helpful  for scaring monsters.  Most 
important is what the PCs do with  their 
surprise advantage.    The GM should allow 
some encounters to begin  where the surprised 
side remains completely unaware of the other 
side.    This gives PCs the opportunity for 
creative planning of ambushes or scare tactics.  
It gives the GM the chance to use powerful 
monsters that might otherwise overpower PCs 
in a straight up fight.

Scary objects are a tried and true tactic.  Scalps 
hanging from a PC’s belt are sure to get a 
monsters attention, though it may also enrage 
them to attack.  Blood and skulls can work, but 
some monsters may laugh at the sight.  Perhaps 
the most consistently effective objects for 
scaring monsters are religious symbols or 
idols.    Some monsters may fear innocuous 
items such as doilies and stuffed toys.

Scary sounds are effective in some situations, 
especially when the monsters cannot see the 
PCs.    Pretending to be The Yeti has a good 
chance of scaring away a pack of mountain 
goblins.    Or imitate the sounds of a whip-
wielding taskmaster to send kobolds scurrying 
away.  Make up a strange alien language on the 
spot.    Let out a slobbery feral roar…nobody 
wants to mess with a berserker.

Acting becomes an option when the monsters 
can see the PCs.   Pretend to be someone you 
are not.   Better yet, the party  can engage in a 
mock battle amongst themselves, exaggerating 
their weapon proficiency with Hollywood 
choreography.    Pretend to fight off invisible 
demons.  Feign a gruesome death.  Squirt some 
ketchup all over the floor and walls.

Scary faces are a fun option, especially  when 
the players are kids.   What kid doesn’t like to 
make scary faces?

Threats  are implied in nearly  any scare tactic.  
Why not just make them explicit and the 
centerpiece of a scare attempt?    “I’m gonna 
tear your head off, you chaotic evil so-and-so!”

Some monsters just don’t like bright light.  
Maybe that’s why they are in the dungeons.  
Shine your target  lantern in a monster’s eyes to 
see how it reacts.    Magically created lights, 
especially those equivalent to sunlight, may 
cause some monsters to bug out.   On the other 
hand, some bugs are attracted to bright light.

Reciting a list  of deeds  is effective when the 
PC’s reputation does not proceed them.    Let 
monsters know what they are up against by 
listing some of the monsters you’ve dispatched 
and how.    Go ahead and be casual about it:  
“Some call me The Collector, for on my shelf 
at home are the heads of Grzlgrk the Troll 
King, Votoly the Blue, and Witheho 
Muppersmith.  What do you think about that?”

Magic, of course, provides effects that cause 
automatic fear.    More interesting  is to use 
spells that can supplement other kinds of scare 
tactics, such as Dancing Lights, Audible 
Glamer, or any kind of illusion.    A magician 
could also use simple spells to impress 
monsters, suggesting the possibility of deadlier 
magics at the spellcaster’s disposal.    Non-
wizards can use magic items to  fool some 
monsters into thinking they are up against a 
high sorcerer.

Some monsters may be scared of a specific 
random thing. A GM can roll on the WHAT IS 
THIS MONSTER SCARED OF? table for 
inspiration.

So the next time your PCs are in a tight spot  or 
are just not in the mood for chopping heads, try 
scaring away the monsters instead.   But keep 
your swords drawn and spells ready, in case 
the monsters just laugh and charge into battle.  
After all, they are trying to scare you too.  

Because that’s what monsters do.
Credits:  All writing, sketches, and map by 
Dustin  Brandt, except a couple choice quotes by 
the players of “A Eunuch for Zamzer”:   Tyler A. 
and John R.
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WHAT IS THE MONSTER SCARED OF?
1 scars
2 boss
3 ribbons
4 shrubbery
5 milk
6 mice
7 flatulence
8 C# note
9 roses
10 flannel
11 carrots
12 curly hair
13 snapping
14 rhymes
15 silence
16 bubbles
17 tentacles
18 fragile objects
19 babies
20 salt
21 loose threads
22 sourness
23 sneezing
24 whistles
25 math
26 commitment
27 clowns
28 giggles
29 black licorice
30 forgetting something
31 masks
32 circles
33 sand
34 cat tongues
35 attention
36 advice
37 the number 37
38 pink
39 honesty
40 sweating
41 laughing
42 taxes
43 drowning
44 rust
45 cracks
46 ice
47 eye contact
48 breezes
49 magnets
50 spheres

51 dry leaves
52 sawdust
53 wool
54 needles
55 lullabies
56 jokes
57 grandma
58 whips
59 fresh cooking
60 velvet
61 swiss cheese
62 eye lashes
63 those voices
64 anchovies
65 dancing
66 leather
67 sleeping
68 whales
69 coffee
70 cliche
71 bad news
72 pillows
73 falling mud
74 aging
75 fish hooks
76 love songs
77 gloves
78 small birds
79 hay
80 honey
81 halitosis
82 squinting eyes
83 goodbyes
84 pineapples
85 guilt
86 doctors
87 flour
88 hats
89 feathers
90 light breezes
91 someone touching its hair
92 lederhosen
93 humming
94 ladders
95 fuzz
96 foreign accents
97 nudity
98 nails
99 burning hair
100 paper cuts




